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Abstract: Automated data collection tools have led to storage of enormous amounts of data in data repositories. The organizations can
benefit from this huge collection of data if and only if they are able to extract meaningful information for the benefit of their business.
To survive in the modern competitive business world, the managers are in continuous need of right information at the right time in the
right place to be able to make faster and better decisions. Business Intelligence (BI) plays an important role in enabling the business
organizations to capture, extract, comprehend, utilize and harness multidimensional data to support decision making in order to improve
business operation in complex and dynamic environment. A BI system includes capabilities for decision support, online analytical
processing, prediction and data mining. The paper discusses the need for BI, the components of BI system, the benefits and challenges
of adopting Open Source BI systems by organizations and finally five Open Source BI tools are presented.
Keywords– Business Intelligence; Data Warehouse; ETL; OLAP; DSS; Open Source

needed to respond to business queries, and make tactical and
strategic business decisions.

1. Introduction
Automated data collection tools have led to storage of
enormous amounts of data in data repositories. The
organizations can benefit from this huge collection of data if
and only if they are able to extract meaningful information
for the benefit of their business. Meaningful Information and
consequential knowledge form the backbone of the decision
making process. To survive in the modern competitive
business world, the managers are in continuous need of right
information at the right time in the right place to be able to
make quicker and better decisions. Business Intelligence
(BI) plays an important role in enabling the business
organizations to capture, extract, comprehend, utilize and
harness multidimensional data to support decision making in
order to improve business operations in the complex
environment. In this paper the importance of BI for
organizations is explored. The remaining paper is divided
into following sections: Section II – Background of BI,
Section III - Need of Business Intelligence, Section IV Components of BI, Section V - Benefits and Challenges in
adopting Open Source BI systems, Section VI - the Open
Source BI tools and finally Section VII – Conclusion

2. Background
In modern businesses, increasing standards, automation, and
technologies have led to vast amounts of data becoming
available. Data warehouse technologies used to store this
data. Extract, transform, load (ETL) and even recently
Enterprise Application Integration tools have increased the
speedy collecting of data. OLAP reporting technologies have
allowed faster generation of new reports which analyze the
data. Business intelligence has now become the art of sifting
through large amounts of data, extracting pertinent
information, and turning that information into knowledge
upon which actions can be taken.
To survive in such an increasingly tough business
environment, it is crucial that cost-effective and rapid access
to multidimensional business information is made available
for business stake holders. Thus, a Business Intelligence
system needs to be adopted which provides a set of
technologies and products for generating the information

3. Need of Business Intelligence
Business Intelligence enables organizations to make well
informed business decisions and thus can be the source of
competitive advantages. This is especially true when firms
are able to extrapolate information from indicators in the
external environment and make accurate forecasts about
future trends or economic conditions. Once business
intelligence is gathered effectively and used proactively then
the firms can make decisions that benefit the firms. The
ultimate objective of business intelligence is to improve the
timeliness and quality of information. Timely and good
quality information is like having a crystal ball that can give
an indication of what's the best course to take.
There are various driving forces which present a need of BI
implementation in business organizations [2, 5].
They are listed as under:
The position of the firm as in comparison to its competitors
 Changes in customer behavior and spending patterns
 The capabilities of the firm
 Market conditions, future trends, demographic and
economic information
 The social, regulatory, and political environment
 To attain the ultimate goal of the business i.e. to increase
revenues, reduce costs, and compete more effectively in
rapidly changing business environment.

4. Components of Business Intelligence System
BI systems take data from multiple sources and compile
meaningful information from multiple formats into reports.
To achieve this goal, a BI system utilizes multiple
components which act in cohesion. A BI system includes
capabilities for decision support, online analytical
processing, statistical analysis, forecasting, and data mining
[5-9].
 Data Sources: Data sources can be operational databases,
historical data, external data for example, from market
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research companies or from the Internet), or information
from the already existing data warehouse environment.
The data sources can be relational databases or any other
data structure that supports the line of business
applications. They also can reside on many different
platforms and can contain structured information, such as
tables or spreadsheets, or unstructured information, such
as plaintext files or pictures and other multimedia
information
Data Warehouse - A Data Warehouse is a central decision
support database created for making the data from all
sources – internal as well as external, useful and
accessible for decision-makers to extract the information
they need for making critical business decisions. The data
is systematically collected, organized and stored in a
warehouse for integration, cleansing, aggregation,
validation and query tasks.
Extract-Transform-Load (ETL) Tools – ETL includes
processes and tools used to extract data from external
sources, transforming and pre-processing such data into a
format compatible with the organization’s Data
Warehouse structures for loading.
Data Mart - A Data Mart is a functional database that
extracts specific information out of the overall data
warehouse or directly from external regarding specific
queries.
On-line Transaction Processing (OLTP) techniques Tools for reliable and efficient processing of a large
number of transactions comprising of day-to-day
operations and ensuring data consistency in traditional
relational database
On-line Analytical Processing (OLAP) technique - These
systems work with data warehouses to process queries
required to discover trends, analyze critical factors and
generates reports from large volumes of multidimensional
data.
Dashboards - Digital Dashboards allow organizations to
capture and report specific data points from each
department within the organization, thus providing a
"snapshot" of performance [8].
Data Mining - Tools specifically designed to identify
patterns, relationships and rules within the data warehouse
for discovery and insight into business knowledge and
subsequent analytical prediction.
Decision Support Systems (DSS) – These are softwarebased tools that first compile useful information from a
combination of multiple sources such as raw data,
documents, personal knowledge, or business models, and
then use this compiled information to identify and solve
problems and make better business decisions [9].

5. Adopting Open Source in Business
Intelligence: Benefits and Challenges
Open Source Software (OSS) revolution has transformed the
ways of use of information systems and services by
individual users as well as business organizations. OSS
systems for data warehousing as well as BI systems have
also come up. Business organizations can benefit from the
use of open source BI systems due to following reasons [10]
 Lower Cost - Open Source BI systems are inexpensive
from licensing point of view. Moreover, business














organizations can use free versions of open source
software for pilot projects thereby benefiting in terms of
minimal acquisition cycles and associated entry costs.
Component Based design allows them to fit into existing
applications being used by the organizations.
Open Source BI systems can provide better security
features and provides solutions about installation
instructions, updates, best practices, and feature requests
in real time.
Customization is possible with Open Source BI systems.
Possibility of frequent updates if the adopted Open Source
BI system is backed by a robust developer community
which continues to provide support for feature
improvement as well as customization in accordance with
infrastructure of the organization. However, there are
certain challenges in using Open Source BI systems [1011].
Requirement of highly trained developer group – Since an
Open Source BI system involves a community of
developers who can provide customized system as per the
specific needs of the organization, there is a requirement
of developer group which has the skill set to develop the
requisite BI system as per the requirements of the
organization as well as who can integrate the business
processes in the BI system.
Lack of instant on-site support - As the open source
development model depends more on community of
developers who may be working in different time zones
and scattered geographically, the organization may have
lack of instant on-site customer support which may be
available in case of commercial BI systems.
There may be compatibility issues between hardware
being used by the organization and the Open Source BI
system.
If the organization is using cloud computing implemented
as Software-as-Service, then the access to source code
may not be available even if the hosted software is open
source.

6. Open Source Business Intelligence Tools
As discussed above, the Open Source BI systems have a
range of benefits for organizations, especially small and
mid-size organizations that can benefit from using them to
reduce their costs. In this section, some available Open
Source BI tools are discussed.
 Jasper Report Server- Jasper Reports Server is a standalone and embeddable reporting server. It supports a Web
based BI Platform that is used to generate, organize,
secure, and deliver interactive reports and dashboards. It is
available in two versions: i) as an open source community
edition download and ii) a commercially licensed,
enterprise-grade business intelligence solution. It provides
reporting and analytics that can be embedded into: i) a
web or mobile application ii) operate as a central
information hub for the organization. It has the capability
to deliver real-time information to the web browser,
mobile device, printer, or email inbox in a variety of file
formats. [12].
 BIRT - Business Intelligence and Reporting Tool is an
open source software project developed by Eclipse
Foundation. It can enhance the business intelligence of the
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organization through its components for designing and
generating report and charts. The components included
are: a visual report designer for creating BIRT Reports, a
runtime for generating reports, a Chart Engine, Chart
Designer, and Viewer. It integrates with any data source in
any environment and is able to access information from
multiple data sources easily and quickly in order to create
reports and applications with stunning data visualizations
[13].
 Pentaho - Pentaho Open Source BI Suite Community
Edition (CE) suite includes ETL, OLAP analysis, data
mining, reporting, dashboards. It provides a platform that
allows creating complex solutions to business problems.
By integration data with business analytics thereby
enabling organization’s stakeholders to easily access,
visualize and explore the data that impacts business
outcomes [14].
 SpagoBI - SpagoBI is a complete Open Source Business
Intelligence suite. It covers all the analytical areas of
Business Intelligence with innovative themes and engines.
SpagoBI offers a wide range of analytical tools, as
follows:Reporting, OLAP, Charts, KPIs, adhoc-reporting ,
location intelligence via maps, free enquiry, data mining,
network analysis, ETL, office automation and manage
external processes [15].
 KNIME -KNIME is written in Java and based on Eclipse.
This is an open source multi-language software
development environment comprising an integrated
development environment (IDE) and an extensible plug-in
system. It has its origin in the pharmaceuticalresearch. It
has a robust and modular design having highly scalable
platform comprising of data loading, data transformation,
analysis and visual exploration models [16].

7. Conclusions
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In times of globalization and seamless businesses processes,
increasing standards, automation, and technologies have led
to enormous amounts of data becoming available. There is a
need for techniques and tools that can assist the
organizations in converting this data into useful information
and knowledge which can enable intelligent decision making
for providing a competitive edge. Knowledge management
and deploying of Business Intelligence by organizations for
surviving in complex and dynamic business environment is
of utmost importance in present times. Open Source BI
systems provide an opportunity to organizations who want to
integrate BI systems incrementally in their business
processes to cut down costs while having the opportunity for
making intelligent decisions
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